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BRITISH AND FRENCH NUCLEAR FORCES  to,

1. Associated Press this morning carried a report

quoting Vice President Bush as having said to reporters

S!-ICVL -)
yesterday that British and French nuclear forces  wm"q be

included in arms control negotiations. We raised

this immediately with Gregg, National Security Adviser

to the Vice President. Having checked with Mr Bush,

Gregg telephoned Head of Chancery to say that Mr Bush

had been mis-reported by Associated Press. A Washington

Post account (text by bag) was more accurate. What

/Mr Bush
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Mr Bush had said was that the d4fl question

of British and French nuclear forces must eventually

be addressed in relations to arms control ("somewhere

along the line"). He had made clear that British

and French nuclear systems could not be included in

AI,
the  INF  negotiations  ea trs: We cannot negotiate

tor  the British and French and we do not intend to

dictate to them". Gregg thought this fully compatible

with our position that if very substantial reudctions

were agreed in the US and Soviet strategic arsenals

E
and there

"w'-E2
no up-grading of Soviet air defences,

we should be prepared to review our position in

relation to arms control. We reminded Gregg of the

concern the US Administration had shown in the context

of the Prime Minister's response to Andropov that no

impression should be created that British or French

" IC,Hiforces 4 be counted  iR may way  or compensated
Jn/ AN7  wA `F $Tg1ZT

forin the

negotiations. Gregg said that this was the Vice

President's position. He referred approvingly to

Mitterrand's forthright remarks on this subject

in the UN General Assembly yesterday.



Bush Says  Talks
Cannot Ignore
British  Missiles

By Don Oberdorfer
waning on Post staff Wrftat

The thorny  question  of British
and French  nuclear  forces in Europe
eventually  must  be answered in arms
•control negotiations with the Soviet
Union, Vice President Bush said yes-
terday.

In a meeting with reporters, Bush
said he did not advocate inclusion of
British and French nuclear  missiles
in the U.S.-Soviet negotiations on
intermediate-range forces in Europe.

The Soviet Union has demanded,
against  the strong opposition -of the
United States and its NATO  allies,
that the 162 British and French mis-
siles be  taken into  account in the
European nuclear balance.

To count the British and French
weapons on  the western  side, as
Moscow has demanded, would re-
duce the number of nuclear weapons
the United States could deploy in
western Europe under an equal
forces arrangement with the Soviet
Union.

"Somewhere along the line" the
western European missile forces
must be addressed and answers
found if the hopes for arms reduc-
tions are to be realized, Bush said.
He was unable to say how the prob-
lem should be handled or in which
future negotiation, only that he be-
lieves it should be addressed.

"We can't negotiate for the British
and French and we don't intend to
dictate to them," Bush said.

The deployment of U.S. Pershing
II and  cruise missiles  in Europe be-
fore the end of the year-and the
talks to stave this off through US.-
Soviet negotiation- were  among the
topics Bush discussed  on a recent
trip to several eastern European
countries-

Bush said he told his hosts that it
is "a non-starter" to propose a delay
in the scheduled U.S. missile deploy-
ment in order to give more time for
negotiations.

He said he had made the point in
Europe that there isn't any "give" in
the U.S. position regarding the time-
table for putting in the new weap-
ons.
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